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Please read and follow all manufacturers’ instructions for all tools and 
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SUPPLIES & TOOLS:

DIRECTIONS:
Wavy Patchwork
1. Layer two different pieces of fabric, right sides up, and wavy cut them 

apart.
2. Butt one top piece and one different-colored, opposite, bottom piece 

together. Use a chalk marker to make registration marks about every 1/2” 
on the curve of both fabrics.

3. Flip the right top onto the left bottom. Pin them together at the registra-
tion marks and machine straight-stitch them together using a 1/8” seam 
allowance.

4. Press the seam open.
5. Turn it over and steam it flat from the right side.
6. Place a different fabric under the sewn-together piece and cut in a curve 

across them. Butt opposite pieces together, mark, flip, pin, stitch together, 
and press.

7. Place another different fabric underneath, wavy cut across them, butt, 
mark, flip, pin, stitch and press.

8. Once your final cut is stitched, steam-press all of it flat.
9. Use a 5-1/2”x7-1/2” template to cut the patchwork to that size.
10.  Iron a 5-1/2”x7-1/2” piece of Sulky Tender Touch™ onto the wrong side 

of the pieced patchwork.

• 4 - 8” squares of coordinating 
fabric

• All-purpose sewing thread 
(neutral color & black)

• Sulky:
Tender Touch™
Assorted Rayon, 40 wt.
Black rayon, 40 wt.
Sliver™ Opalescent
Holoshimmer™ Multi-color Dark
Stick ’n Carve™ - one 8-1/2”x11” 
sheet

• Glass beads
• Hand sewing needle
• Glue stick
• Black craft foam
• Black covered cord
• Chalk pencil
• Thin batting (optional)
• Rotary cutter & mat
• Sewing machine with decorative 

stitches
• Basic sewing supplies
• Iron & pressing surface

Skill Level: Some experience necessary Crafting Time: 3-5 hrs



11.  Along the lines of the crazy patchwork, use a different Sulky 40 wt Rayon 
for each line and sew using the decorative stitches of your choice.

12.  Print the spider web pattern onto Sulky Stick ’n Carve™.This will print 
the spider pieces and the web onto one piece of Stick ‘n Carve. Cut out 
the piece of the web that to be used, and stick it to the front of the proj-
ect positioned where the web will be. (The web will show up more if it’s 
placed on the darkest fabric.)

13.  Using Sulky Sliver Opalescent, stitch over the spider web pattern several 
times until satisfied with the web. HINTS: Use a 14/90 topstitch needle, 
lowered top tension (2 or 3 numbers), and put the Sliver on the vertical 
spool pin.

14.  Rinse the project until all the Sulky Stick ’n Carve is gone and allow to dry, 
or iron dry with the project face down on a towel.

15.  Hand sew glass beads.

Spider
1. Cut out the three shapes of the spider from the piece of Sulky Stick ’n 

Carve. Rough cut them out, peel off the release sheet, and place the 
sticky side of the Stick ’n Carve onto the black craft foam.

2. Cut out the three shapes, one full body, one smaller lower body, and one 
head. Use a little glue stick to stick the lower body and head to the full 
body.

3. To make the legs, center four 4” lengths of stiff, black-covered, wire cord 
between the lower body and the head. (HINT: For a shiny, fancier spider, 
use double-stranded Sulky 40 Wt. Rayon. However, be prepared for a 
little more difficulty due to its slickness.) Double a long strand of Sulky 
40 wt. Black Rayon or all-purpose black thread, and thread it through a 
hand embroidery needle. Feed the needle through the body to lock the 
thread; begin to wrap it around the body, and then the legs to lock them 
in place. Use the glue stick to put glue all over the spider’s body. This will 
give the thread something to stick to and make it easier to wrap.

4. Re-thread as many times as is needed to wrap the body with threads 
until it is fully wrapped. Finish each strand by feeding the needle through 
the body and clipping the threads. Finish the spider off by wrapping 
Sulky Holoshimmer Multi-color Dark around the body. Add beads or hot 
glue rhinestones for eyes. Use Sulky 40 wt. Black Rayon or all-purpose 
black thread to attach it onto the patchwork piece. Trim the legs to the 
desired size, shape them, and then attach the ends of each leg with Sulky 
40 wt. Rayon Thread or all-purpose black thread.

5. A typical quilt binding was used here with a coordinating fabric, using a 
thin batting. Or make the patchwork the center of a pillow and make the 
spider removable using a sticky-back pin if desired.
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